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registration (Fig. 1(a)). For each CT-VI and Galligas image, 
we obtained the fractional volume of well-ventilated lung 
(VCT-VI and VGalligas respectively) using a threshold set at 50% of 
the median ventilation in each image. We also identified 
changes in the fractional volume of well-ventilated lung 
(ΔVCT-VI and ΔVGalligas) between Pre-RT, Mid-RT and Post-RT 
scans. In order to test the correspondence of CT-VI and 
Galligas, we calculated the Spearman correlation between 
VCT-VI and VGalligas measured at the same timepoints (rV), and 
between ΔVCT-VI and ΔVGalligas evaluated between different 
timepoints (rΔV). Our results were benchmarked using the 
familiar voxel-based Spearman correlation (rvoxel) between all 
corresponding CT-VI and Galligas image pairs. 
Results: For CT-VIs and Galligas images acquired at the same 
time points, the correlation between well-ventilated lung 
volumes was low, however did approach statistical 
significance (rV=0.36, p=0.052); see Fig. 1(b). The correlation 
of changes in Pre-, Mid- and Post-RT scans was visually 
concordant, but not statistically significant (rΔV=0.24, 
p=0.21); see Fig. 1(c). Averaged over all 30 Galligas 4D 
PET/CT scans, the voxel-wise correlation between 
corresponding CT-VI and Galligas PET images was rvoxel 
=0.47±0.18. Interestingly the measurements of rV, rΔV and rΔV 
may vary according to the timepoints being evaluated (Table 
I). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Conclusions: We have observed some promising correlation 
in lung ventilation changes observed with both CT-VI and 
Galligas PET during radiotherapy. However CT-VI and Galligas 
PET images are not identical, and continued study of CT-VI is 
required to better understand its correspondence to nuclear 
medicine.  
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Purpose/Objective: 4DCT scanning protocols attempt to 
account for the patient’s respiratory motion by using a low 
pitch scan (p=0.1) to produce a highly over-sampled CT data 
set in order to reconstruct into separate image sequences 
(e.g. 10 phases), thereby, this low pitch of 4DCT increases 
the amount of dose to the patients. Clinically, many 
departments choose to acquire both helical 3D & 4DCT 
images. This study is proposed to restrict the length of the 
4DCT scan to the region containing the tumour for volume 
delineation and fuse with the 3D scan for treatment planning 
and reducing the dose at the same time. On the Toshiba 
Aquilion LB scanner, this approach also shorten the time 
taken to acquire the 4DCT scan therefore reducing the 
likelihood of variations in the patient’s breathing pattern 
which could lead to artefacts in image reconstruction.  
There are currently no reports specifically on comparing 
imaging doses from 3D, 4D and combined 3D & 4D scans. The 
objectives are set below: 
 To quantify the differences in point doses in organs 
between helical 4DCT and 3D CT scans.  
 To quantify the potential dose reduction achievable 
with a combination of 3D and reduced-length 4D 
scans. 
Materials and Methods: The adult anthropomorphic body 
phantom (Alderson RANDO) was used for point doses 
measurement in organs. Three thermoluminescence 
dosimeters (TLDs) were placed in each location of the 
phantom in slabs 10 to 20 and total TLD doses were averaged 
and also across all points within an organ.  
2mm slice thickness was used for all scans. Doses from the 
following scans were measured: 
1 Full-length (50cm) helical 3D scans (FL-3DCT) 
2 Full-length (50cm) helical 4D scans (FL-4DCT) 
3 Full-length (50cm) helical scan combined with reduced-
length (10cm) 4D  
scans (FL-3DCT+RL-4DCT) 
Results:  
Organ  Point doses 
averaged 
over organ  
FL- 4DCT 
(cGy) 
4DCT doses 
reported by 
Matsuzaki et 
al. 
(2013)(cGy) 
Ratio 
of FL-
4DCT: 
FL-
3DCT 
dose 
(cGy) 
Point doses 
averaged 
over organ 
FL- 3DCT 
+RL-4DCT 
dose (cGy)  
Ratio of 
FL3DCT+RL-
4DCT : FL-
3DCT 
dose(cGy) 
Oesophagus 7.75±1.10 5.05±4.1 4.97 6.11±3.68 3.92 
Lungs 9.07±1.34 5.72±7.5 6.11 6.69±3.40 4.50 
Spinal cord 7.91±1.23 N/A 7.70 4.63±2.19 4.51 
Heart 10.33±0.53 N/A 5.46 10.34±3.44 5.47 
Breasts 8.92±0.98 4.81±5.6 4.25 15.59±0.20 7.43 
Liver 10.65±0.37 4.82±7.0 6.14 4.11±0.93 2.37 
Stomach 10.23±0 4.82±4.2 6.45 3.29±0 2.08 
Table1: Shows organ point doses and comparison between 
scanning techniques & published literature.  
 
Conclusions: Organ point doses from full length scans are on 
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average 6 times higher than from 3DCT scans of the same 
length. This is due to the much lower pitch used for 4DCT 
scans and the auto mA option is not available for 4DCT 
scanning.  
Our results have shown that the proposed strategy of 
acquiring a FL-3D scan in conjunction with a RL-4DCT scan 
reduces the dose to about 4 times that received from a FL-3D 
scan.  
The values quoted by Matsuzaki et al. (2013), are about 1.5 
to 2 times lower than those obtained in this study although 
the same scanner was used in both studies. The reason for 
this is that they used lower mAs and higher pitch. Therefore, 
this indicates that there may be potential for further imaging 
dose reduction through optimizing mAs values for 4DCT 
acquisition in our institution.  
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Purpose/Objective: Recently, the pseudo-CT generation 
based on Dixon water/fat imaging sequences has been 
proposed ([1] Schadewaldt et al. IJROBP 2013). Although 
promising, a remaining challenge of the methodology is the 
misclassification of air/liquid mixtures to bone. These 
mixtures are characterized by short T2*, albeit much longer 
than T2* of cortical bone, leading to signal voids at regular 
1.5 T water and fat in-phase echo times (TE). The aim of this 
study is to reduce the misclassification of bone in order to 
obtain more reliable depiction of the bony anatomy on 
Digitally Reconstructed Radiography (DRR) useful in patient 
positioning. 
Materials and Methods: Two healthy volunteers were 
subjected to MRI scanning on a 1.5 T system in accordance 
with the IRB guidelines. The scanner software was modified 
to allow the use of a custom designed spectral-spatial 
selective excitation RF pulse.  
Whereas a conventional excitation pulse does not influence 
the relative phase of water and fat, leading to a first 
water/fat In-Phase (IP) TE of 4.6 ms at 1.5 T, the proposed 
pulse was designed in such a way that the water/fat IP (or 
Out-of-Phase (OP)) TE can be freely chosen. 
IP and OP images ('Pulse' in the Fig.) were obtained in two 
separated acquisitions with TE/TR = 2.3/5.3 ms by designing 
two dedicated RF pulses. The two pulses did not need to be 
designed repeatedly for different subjects. Two conventional 
IP and OP images ('Reference' in the Fig.) were also acquired 
with TE equal to 2.3 and 4.6 ms (TR = 3.6 and 5.8 ms), 
respectively similar to [1]. The four scans (3D cartesian 
spoiled gradient echo, matrix 43x132x200, FOV 12.9x26.4x40 
cm3, α = 7º) were acquired consecutively within a 100 s time 
period to minimize the probability of varying bowel filling in 
between scans. 
Body contour segmentations were obtained using an 
automatic 3 classes threshold Otsu algorithm on the IP 
images. Segmentation of bone anatomy in the form of binary 
masks (A,B) was generated applying a 3 classes k-mean 
clustering algorithm on the IP and OP images. Bone-only DRRs 
were reconstructed from the bone segmentations (C,D). 
 
Results: The use of the custom designed pulse in combination 
with a novel image processing approach leads to less T2* 
signal dephasing as the IP TE could be reduced from 4.6 to 2.3 
ms. As a result, we have less misclassification of bone 
allowing the generation of DRR with reduced artifact level. 
Some false positives in the bowel region still remained in the 
segmentation but no additional image processing was applied 
in order to stress the actual contribution of the pulse. This 
could be addressed by image processing techniques similar as 
in [1]. 
Conclusions: We showed that the use of a custom designed 
excitation pulse in combination with the proposed image 
processing method allows the creation of an IP echo at 
earlier time minimizing T2* decay and there misclassification 
in the bowel region. This enables comparable or better than 
conventional segmentation of bone anatomy in the pelvis.  
Future work will focus on a further reduction of bone 
misclassification and on the development of a multi-echo MR 
acquisition protocol in order to obtain IP and OP images in a 
single sequence. 
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